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Get ready for your AP Chemistry exam with this straightforward, easy-to-follow study guide--
updated to match the latest test changesThe wildly popular test prep guide― updated and
enhanced for smartphone users―5 Steps to a 5: AP Chemistry 2017 provides a proven strategy
to achieving high scores on this demanding Advanced Placement exam.This logical and easy-to-
follow instructional guide introduces an effective 5-step study plan to help students build the
skills, knowledge, and test-taking confidence they need to reach their full potential. One of the
most demanding AP tests, the Chemistry exam includes multiple-choice questions, experiment-
based questions, and free-response questions that require students to supply original worked-
out solutions. 5 Steps to a 5: AP Chemistry 2017 helps students master all question types and
offers comprehensive answer explanations and sample responses. Written by two Chemistry
professors, this insider’s guide reflects the latest course syllabus and includes 2 full-length
practice exams that match the latest version of the exam.The 5 Steps to a 5: AP Chemistry 2017
effective 5-step plan breaks down test preparation into stages: 1. Set Up Your Study Program 2.
Determine Your Test Readiness 3. Develop Strategies for Success 4. Develop the Knowledge
You Need to Score High 5. Build Your Test-Taking Confidence.2 full-length practice exams·
BONUS interactive AP Planner app delivers a customized study schedule and extra practice
questions to students’ mobile devices· The 5 Steps to a 5 series has prepared millions of
students for success

About the AuthorJohn T. Moore, EdD teaches chemistry at Stephen F. Austin State University in
Austin, TX. Richard Langley, PhD also teaches chemistry at Stephen F. Austin State University.
He is a grader for the AP Chemistry exam.
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Jade Brennan, “One of the better study books. Buy if needed, give you basic concepts, not too
many practice problems which is the best way to practice for this exam, if you are behind it may
help to get you started. DO NOT BUY RIGHT BEFORE EXAM YOU NEED MONTHS TO USE
THIS”

Kamal Ghimire, “Education being tge primary cause its good that tgese types of assistive books
too are sold. This is a real thing I bought from Amazon for my child that really assisted not only
tge child but the dad too. Education being tge primary cause its good that tgese types of
assistive books too are sold. Thanks Amazon and tge publishers for this book.”

cgh1858, “Perfect for the exam. The best methodical approach for AP Chem. Laid out study
schedules, had rapid reviews, and one of the only books with a glossary. Definitely would
recommend.”

magicman, “Five Stars. Very good.”

pam cardenas, “Five Stars. perfect for studying”

Gage Barroso, “Five Stars. Es ist gut für Chemieklasse”

buching, “Fully satisfied.. Item as described. Fully satisfied.”

Harshvardhan Bhatnagar, “It's cool but NCERTs have a lot more content. It's cool but NCERTs
have a lot more content... this is good for getting an idea of the test though.”

The book by Suzanne M. Miller has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 33 people have provided feedback.
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